
Why is it a closedown when
it’s the beginning of a new
accounting era?
Annual accounts now delivered at the press of a
button. A collaboration between CIPFA and EY
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What is the client issue?

• In Local Government the financial statements have
become:
• more detailed,
• consequently longer, and
• need completing in a shorter timescale.

• Accountants have become:
• a scarce resource owing to funding cuts and downsizing,
• subject to greater demand to do more analysis of front line

services as well as ‘business as usual’, and
• consequently are expensive/difficult to recruit.
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Supporting not replacing the finance community

Budgetary   control

Then

Now

Accounts production

Decision support

Time & effort

Time & effort

This exciting collaboration
recognises the need to work

with and optimise financial and
management reporting

processes at a time when the
focus of finance is changing
from production to service

management and into
translation of the key priorities

and outcomes.
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The solution
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On trial or off-balance?

Creating the final outturn often takes
significant input.
The periodic reporting cycle may add to
the pain.

Smoothing the effort.
Assurance support reduces audit
interference.
Aim to ‘flat line’ the input.
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Resource demand
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Assured Managed Services

Monthly management reporting and annual accounts production
delivered with your core finance team as a subscription service, code
compliant with quality oversight and using cloud based/tablet accessed
technology.

Offered in three phases:

1. Transition to assured monthly management reporting; a process that
looks to improve the timeliness and quality of Board financial
management reporting.

2. Production and analysis of extended final outturn/trial balance.
3. Closedown support involving population of compliant templates for

annual accounts where changes are controlled but fully automated
within schedules.
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Assured Managed Services

JOURNALS
BANK & RECS

ASSET REGISTER
PAYROLL &
PENSIONS

Management
reporting

Trial
Balance

Annual
Accounts &
disclosure

notes

External providers
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a.k.a the “Big Red Button”

CIPFA Closedown tool
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Key Benefits and Design

► Reducing staff time on closedown and audit
► Automated data flows wherever possible
► Code compliance enforced
► System validations
► Flexibility where justified

► Project management and workflow mechanisms
► Capturing full audit trail and evidence in one process
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Design Overview

Authority Systems

- Ledger
- Asset Register,

HR System (if
necessary)

CIPFA Closedown

(a.k.a. The Big Red Button)

Statement of Accounts

Audit Papers

User inputs

Project management

Presentation choices
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Assured Managed Services –
template accounts populated at the touch of a [Big Red] button
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Watch out for the forthcoming webinar!
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